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Abstract 

To accurately simulate physically based technology 
problems, a simulation tool must include a variety of 
prototyping capabilities and numerical methods. In
creasingly complex physical formulations are required 
to account for effects that were not important in sim
ulating previous generations of technology. Thus flex
ibility in definition of models as well as appropriate 
numerical solving methods are highly desirable. We 
applied an object-oriented approach to implement a 
dimension independent solver which uses an analytical 
input interface highly optimized for numerical calcula
tions of partial differential equations on complex simu
lation domains. It is equipped with a numerical solver 
that supports direct and iterative solution methods, as 
well as an adaptive hierarchical grid adaptation algo
rithm which can be controlled by the analytical input 
language. 

General Overview 
AMIGOS is a problem independent simulation system 
which can handle a wide range of nonlinear partial dif
ferential equation systems in time and space in either 
one, two or three dimension(s). It is designed to auto
matically generate optimized numerical models from a 
simple mathematical input language, so that no signifi
cant speed loss in comparison to 'hand coded' standard 
simulation tools occurs. 

In difference to similar algorithms based on the 'op
erator on demand' concept [1], AMIGOS is completely 
independent of the of discretization since the model 
developer can formulate any discretization of choice. 
There are no restrictions whether using scalar, field or 
tensor quantities within a model, and, if desired, any 
derived field quantity can be calculated, too. Further
more, the user can influence the numerical behavior of 
the differential equation system by complete control of 
the residual vector and its derivative (e.g. punishing 
terms, damping terms, etc.). Even interpolation and 
grid-adaptation formulations can be used within a de
veloped model and can thus be very well fitted to a 
special problem. 
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AMIGOS is equipped with three layers of access to 
serve the needs of the variety of users (Fig. 1) but in 
contrast with previous generations of software just the 
plat/ orm developer requires access to and modification 
of the source code. Even during model development 
the analytical user input will be interpreted, optimized, 
transformed and solved on any complex simulation do
main at once without the necessity of time consuming 
recompilations (one-pass concept) supporting a vari
ety of several testing and debugging features. After 
finishing the test and calibration phase the user can 
switch to the two-pass concept where all modifications 
are translated to C-code and are linked to a model 
library for high performance calculations on large sim
ulation domains in the standard user-mode. 
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Figure 1: Several different user perspectives 



Analytical Modeling Interface 

AMI is a kind of precompiler which transforms the an
alytical user input of any partial differential equation 
system into an optimized numerical model. To achieve 
a simple user interface we have developed an inter
preter in the manner of programs like Mathematica, 
Mathcad, Matlab, etc., which is tailor-made for opti
mized matrix operations as well as for other mathe
matical expressions (e.g.,+,-,*,/, sin, sqrt, etc.) and 
for operations which are necessary to solve numerical 
problems. To minimize the evaluation time for a model 
every once calculated operation is reused, zero opera
tions are eliminated, and, furthermore, an analytical 
optimizer simplifies the input to reduce the number of 
operations even further. Especially, in use with matrix 
operations it reduces the number of operations by an 
average of about two third depending on the complex
ity of the analytical model being optimized. 

AMI supports all standard discretization methods 
(e.g., finite elements,finite boxes and finite differences) 
and poses no restrictions for use of numerical tricks 
(e.g., penalty terms, etc.) which are often utilized to 
improve the convergence of nonlinear problems. 

As a result AMI generates a residual vector and 
the Jacobian of a single grid element for use in our 
nonlinear General Object-oriented Solver (GOS). Fur
thermore, derived quantities (scalars, field quantities) 
and parameters can be defined and will be automat
ically calculated if necessary. External user functions 
implemented in C can be linked and used within the 
analytical input interface. 

General Object-oriented Solver 

GOS includes all necessary functions to solve a dis
cretized numerical problem (e.g., Newton iterator, 
time-step control, etc.) on a given simulation domain 
as well as complete grid management in one, two and 
three space dimensions. It holds the complete informa
tion about the simulation domain and uses AMI 's out
put to build the global stiffness matrix. Furthermore 
it has a built in Equation System Analyzer (ESA) that 
detects the couplings between quantities inside and be
tween several segments of the simulation domain so 
that the global stiffness matrix can be cut into smaller 
pieces which leads to best conditions for subsequent 
memory expensive and time consuming solution steps. 

To simplify the mapping of all abstract variables 
defined in AMI to the real simulation domain GOS is 
equipped with a simple grid and boundary description 
language for the definition of all necessary boundary 
and volume instructions as well as for selecting differ
ent simulation modes. 
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Three-Dimensional Temperature 
Distribution 

The following example is a study of the performance 
and memory management of AMIGOS against a hand
coded finite element solver (STAP - SMART THERMAL 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM [2]). Although a point problem 
comparison against a single simulator may not be in
dicative of the relative efficiency of AMIGOS against 
every specially optimized limited-purpose PDE-based 
simulator, this example shows that the performance 
of AMIGOS is competitive with that of a hand-coded 
simulator. 

A two layer interconnect structure has been chosen 
as benchmark example where temperature and poten
tial distributions are calculated. The model for the nu
merical calculation of joule self heating effects is based 
on two partial differential equations. First, the heat
conduction equation 

Cp p ~~ - div (TT · grad(T)) = p (I) 

has to be solved to calculate the temperature distri
bution T in conductor and insulator domains, where 
Cp is the specific heat and p is the mass density of the 
material. 'YT represents the material specific thermal 
conductivity, t is the time, and the term on the right 
side p is the electrical power loss density. 

For stationary problems the heat-conduction equa
tion can be simplified to 

div ('YT· grad(T)) = -p (2) 

The power loss density p is derived from the electric 
potential cp 

p ='YE· (grad(cp)) 2 (3) 

that is calculated by solving the Euler Equation 

div ('Y · grad(cp)) = 0 (4) 

The electrical conductivity which in this case is a func
tion of the temperature will be modeled by 

1 
i(T) = 10 · 1 +a (T - To) (5) 

In this model the dependence of 'Y on the temper
ature T is determined by the coefficient a. 'Yo is the 
conductivity at the reference temperature To of 300K. 

The comparisons were made calculating 14863 
nodes building 73728 tetrahedrons. The calculated re
sults are shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 6. 
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of calculation time 
and memory consumption 

Whereas Fig. 2 shows that the STAP system is 
quite faster than AMIGOS using less memory since 
it exploits the symmetry of the resulting sparse ma
trix for compression methods that can not be used 
by AMIGOS for the sake of flexibility. Fig. 3 shows 
that AMIGOS rapid prototyping abilities are unbeat
able when developing a new model (in this case a tran
sient electric simulation which was in scope of feasibil
ity for the STAP system). 
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of development 
time 
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Figure 4: Calculated potential distribution showing 
the mesh of discretization 

Figure 5: Calculated temperature distribution within 
the two layered interconnected structure 

Figure 6: Calculated temperature distribution within 
the surrounding insulator 
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